Escape of Water Claims:
Trends in Causation

Escape of water claims are consistently the most expensive claim
for insurers and they are increasing in cost and volume. According
to figures from the Association of British Insurers, domestic escape
of water claims cost £483m in the first nine months of 2017 whilst
between 2014 and 2016 the total cost of domestic escape of
water claims jumped by 24% from £529m to £654m. The average
cost of these claims has risen by 31% over the same period. As a
percentage of the gross value of all UK domestic property claims,
escape of water claims constituted 26% of all claims in 2015 with
that figure rising to 28% in 2016.
The ABI has called on insurers to prioritise reversing the rising cost
of escape of water claims in 2018.

Figure 1. Manufacturing defect in pipe

Anecdotally, IFIC Forensics sees a 1 in 8 fraud opportunity and a
1 in 3 recovery opportunity on escape of water claims referred for
investigation.

Causes
Escape of water can result from a multitude of causes such as:•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor installation and workmanship
Production and manufacturing defects
Poor component design
Pressure fluctuations and water hammer
Physical or mechanical damage
Deliberate physical or mechanical damage

Figure 2. Deliberate mechanical damage to water tap

• Weather dependent temperature fluctuations such as the
thawing of frozen pipework
• Gradual deterioration over time including the effects of corrosion
Trends
The most common cause of escape of water claims is poor
workmanship. This trend can be seen across all types of pipework
fittings including push fit, compression and soldered connections,
with the failure of push fit fittings and compression fittings being
the most frequent.
These failures can be the result of the use of incompatible
components of incorrect sizing or produced by different
manufacturers, the failure to install pipe inserts or to ensure the
pipe is fully housed within the fitting body of the connection or of
cross threading or overtightening of components.

Figure 3. Pin hole corrosion to steel

Manufacture and design issues can be experienced in many forms
including the provision of components produced with sub-standard
or improperly graded materials, the provision of incompatible or
oversized components within a product set or of poor product
production where machine failures or human error can cause small
variances in thread sizes, wall thickness and more resulting in a
product that fails before its stated specification limits.
Liability may also fall on a manufacturer should the quality of
installation instructions provided with the fitting or available online
be insufficient for the application required.

Figure 4. Poorly installed push fit fitting

Detecting Fraud
Another common thread in escape of water claims is the
occurrence of fraudulent or exaggerated claims. Past experience
also indicates that these claims can be undertaken within
multiple properties by fraud rings operating within local or large
geographical areas. Indicators to be aware of when investigating a
possible fraudulent claim can include:
• Water damage in improbable locations
• Unusual water staining – coffee and or tea stained water can be
used by some to recreate water stains
• Dry dust and debris within areas of alleged water damage
• Ceilings being pulled down in unlikely or dry places

Figure 5. Fracture to a braided hose as a result of
a manufacturing defect

• Signs of mechanical damage such as holes or tool imprints to
pipework
• The lack of water staining to timber ceiling joists within areas of
high damage
• Blocked or disconnected overflow devices
• Operational overflow devices
• Clean cut pipework within the area of origin
• Frozen pipe claims during periods of cold weather
• Indicators of an uninhabited property when insured claims
occupancy surrounding the escape
• Damage to furnishings from areas outside the location of the
escape

Common issues experienced with Escape of Water
Investigations
• Delays in attending site

Figure 6. Suspect staining to plasterboard ceiling

• Evidence destroyed or disposed of prior to the commencement
of scene or evidence examinations
• Manufacturers or installers permitted to recover or examine
evidence before independent forensics appointed
• Examination and disposal of evidence by installers prior to
forensic examinations
• Scene repair and clean-up prior to forensic examinations
• Deconstruction and tampering of evidence
• Reliance on plumbers or other non-forensic reports with limited
information
• Poor quality documentation and photographing of the incident
fitting and its surrounding pipework

Figure 7. Dry dust and debris located below an
area of alleged water damage

Recommendations for Escape of Water
Investigations
• Attend the scene early
• Appoint forensics during the early stages of the claim
• Preserve the scene and the evidence
• Appoint an independent plumber to isolate supply, mitigate loss
and make safe
• Have the plumber ensure all supply valves to the pipework of
origin have been turned off
• Should the escape be hidden, utilise leak detection techniques
to pinpoint the area of origin and isolate
• Ensure detailed notes and images of the evidence have been
taken prior to any evidence removal

Figure 8. Deliberate damage to plasterboard ceiling
to replicate water damage, dry dust and plaster can
be seen above this area of damage. Inconsistent
water staining can be seen above and below
plasterboard

• Do not interfere with the incident connection during evidence
removal
• Do not disconnect the fitting if the joint is still intact
• Disconnect pipework from nearest connection points to the
failed fitting or cut pipework, where possible, a minimum of 10
cm from the incident location
• Allow only essential remedial works to take place
• Educate all involved in the claims process including contractors
in the importance of early scene preservation, to improve
success rates in recovery or repudiation prospects

Figure 9. Operational overflow devices

For further information please contact John Gow, Operations Manager at IFIC
Forensics on jgow@ific.co.uk
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